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When

Starting Time: May 13, 2010 at 1:00 PM, US/Eastern

Dial In Information

If you only want to participate in the audio conference, you may dial in with the following numbers:
Call: +1-734-615-7474 (Please use if you do not pay for Long Distance) or +1-866-411-0013 (toll free US/Canada Only)
Enter access code: 0187242

Agenda

SMM Wrap Up (Martin/Jason)
IP Summarization Paper (Marcos)
GENI RSpec Walk-through (Guilherme)
JTs Plans (Martin/Jason)

Attendees

Attending:
Jason (Internet2)
Aaron (Internet2)
Guilherme (UDel)
Martin (UDel)
Ezra (UDel)
Marcos (UDel)
Ahmed (UDel)

Notes

SMM Wrap Up

Martin summarized activities. Good meeting, not well attended. Marcos' poster had some visitors. Not many people knew what UNIS was, knew of 
perfSONAR.

IP Summarization Paper (Marcos)

New algorithm for summarization. Builds on the current idea, but is configurable a little bit. Testing with a simulated test bed, with 9 distributed 'domains' 
and one gLS that merges all results. Wrote something to auto generate ip addresses. Was rejected from Clade2010. Under submission in Grid2010.

Martin: when can the code be integrated into pS. Jason: Marcos and Ahmed can integrate into LS testing branch that is already out there.

GENI RSpec Walk-through (Guilherme)

RSpec = topology description language in GENI. Version of RSpec for protogeni (spiral that LAMP is in) is based a little on UNIS. G made examples of 
RSpec using a lot of the UNIS work.

Need to worry about extensions to RSpec, each needs to validate to the base (syntactically). Idea is that if you don't know the namespace, ignore it. Some 
heated discussion on annotations vs namespaces. There may be a mis-communication - need to see these ideas written down.

JTs Plans (Martin/Jason)

Requested a session. Martin et. al. could submit a talk proposal for a Plenary session (on Phoebus, or on LAMP). Need to get that in fast.
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